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Life After Prison Chapter 2126-“Sofia’s here too?” Severin’s eyes lit up as he 
chuckled. “Hehe. That’s even better!” At the end of his sentence, he 
unleashed a surge of spiritual energy and stopped Sheila from pushing him 
outside of the room. After Sheila was trapped in Severin’s embrace, her face 
turned red when she sensed Severin’s robust energy. 

When Severin carried her into the room and secured the door with a defensive 
formation, she rolled her eyes and cursed softly at him, ” You’re… you’re such 
a rascal.” Her shyness turned him on even more, and he carried her straight 
to the bathroom. Sofia was startled when they barged in suddenly, and she 
jumped up like a startled rabbit. “Sofia, Severin… what are you doing here…” 
Sheila tried to explain. “He… this rascal here just came in…” Before long, the 
bathroom echoed with muffled moans that peppered the night’s still silence. 

Dawn came, and the sun rose above the horizon and pierced through the 
window onto Severin’s face. He was lying in between Sheila and Sofia, who 
were both using one bicep each as their bolster. A mischievous grin appeared 
on his lips as he recalled the unbridled passion that he enjoyed the previous 
night. He gently untangled himself from them and walked out of the room 
feeling refreshed. 

He went to the courtyard and he warmed up with some boxing exercised 
before entering his training room. He took his seat on the Enlightenment Mat, 
and his eyes gleamed with anticipation as he retrieved the purple plaque that 
he acquired from Wildfire’s ruins. 

1/3 +25 BONUS The Grandiuno Treasured Notes that he had previously 
acquired was more than enough to raise his attainment to that of a supreme 
paragon. However, the spiritual harmony that was taught by the Grandiuno 
Treasured Notes was not very ideal for making breakthroughs. As a level nine 
supreme saint who wanted to reach paragonhood within two months, 
something stronger-such as The Book of True Void Enlightenment-was 
needed. 

The Book of True Void Enlightenment was penned by the legendary royal 
paragon, Wildfire. Its emphasis was on training one’s blood, energy, and 
essence. When all had reached their very peak, he could then allow his primal 



spirit to undergo further tempering to become a solar spirit, thus allowing one 
to ascend to paragonhood. 

Unlike the conventional path of attuning oneself to the power of heaven and 
earth before forming a bridge to connect the two states, The Book of True 
Void Enlightenment offered a swift and potent alternative. 

Severin thought to himself, “I have another two months to go. That should be 
enough to for me to grasp The Book of True Void Enlightenment’s 
fundamentals.” With that, he channeled his divine senses into the plaque and 
began to comprehend the knowledge within. His previous cursory glance 
within the plaque had left the core tenets of The Book of True Void 
Enlightenment etched slightly in his mind. At that moment, however, he 
sought a deeper understanding of the nitty-gritty details. 

Two days soon passed, and it was only when Severin fully digested the 
intricacies of The Book of True Void Enlightenment that he decided to begin. 

He formed intricate seals with his hands and ignited the power of heaven and 
earth within him. The golden ocean in his energy core churned and surged 
with newfound potential. A constant stream of all directions and enveloping 
Pearl Light Isle in a swirling mist. 

Such phenomena had been occurring all too frequently, and the disciples from 
nearby mountains were so used to those disruptions that they barely batted 
an eyelid. 

 

 

Life After Prison Chapter 2127-Inside the training room, Severin’s body was 
clothed in a golden radiance sheen as he sat cross-legged on the ground. 
Vast amounts of surrounding spiritual energy swirled around him, forming a 
golden figure. The scripture of philosophy’s power emanated from him, and 
his aura was as majestic as a towering mountain. 

As he continued his training, the vortex of spiritual energy above Pearl Light 
Isle whipped up a storm. When his wives and Wuhlricht’s group laid eyes on 
that, they knew that the gap between them and Severin would widen even 
more. 



Felipe stood in the middle of the courtyard while observing the vortex. with a 
bittersweet smile. “Looks like his training is causing quite a stir again. I believe 
his cultivation would have taken another significant leap when he emerges 
from seclusion.” He was well aware of Severin’s astonishing talent for 
attainment. The ability to make breakthroughs so naturally was more than 
cause for celebration. 

Wuhlricht chuckled and shook his head. “I wouldn’t expect any less of 
Severin.” Everyone agreed with a wry smile. Indeed, such phenomena such 
seemed to be a regular occurrence ever since Severin arrived on Pearl Light 
Isle. 

At that moment, Samuel offered a timely reminder, “We should enter 
seclusion too. We’ll never catch up with Severin if we don’t continue to 
improve our attainment.” After saying that, he swiftly returned to his room and 
made preparations to begin his seclusion. 

Though his talent was considered to be average within the sect, Samuel had 
made remarkable progress in the past six months with the aid of Severin’s 
refined pills. He had successfully reached perfect- stage level three supreme 
saint level, and level four was soon within reach! 

Such progress was regarded at the upper-end of mediocrity when taken in 
light of the sect’s elite disciples. After all, many of those had just reached level 
three, while others still struggled at level two. 

When Samuel left, Wuhlricht proceeded to remark, “Fine. I shall enter 
seclusion as well. Perhaps I’ll be able to make a successful breakthrough to 
level four supreme saint.” With that, he too turned and left. 

Severin’s wives exchanged glances with the remaining elders and began 
making their own preparations to enter seclusion. Fueled by the Crystal 
Spring Pills that Severin had refined, they decided to try and elevate their 
attainment. 

Though they knew that it would be downright impossible for them to catch up 
to Severin, it would still be beneficial for them if they could raise their 
attainment by perhaps half-step. 

Soon, the once bustling Pearl Light Isle fell quiet. Aside from the vortex above 
Severin, about eight or nine more had shown up in the sky. This spectacle 



naturally drew the attention of disciples on the mountains nearby Pearl Light 
Isle, but they had long grown numb to such occurrences. 

Before long, five days had passed. The vortexes above Pearl Light Isle 
intensified, transforming into a churning maelstrom that seemed to furiously 
absorb the surrounding spiritual energy within a radius of several miles. 

Following a loud blast, one of the vortexes swirled violently as a ray ….. 

vi groom’nym snel mʊ the ony. The dura vi saint engulfed the island in a flash. 
Not far from the courtyard was a violent wind that formed in Samuels’s room. 
He emerged with a rosy complexion and steady breathing. His aura seemed 
to have become much stronger, as he had made a breakthrough from level 
two to level three supreme saint! 

His breakthrough served as a catalyst that ignited a chain reaction. Soon, 
more breakthroughs happened on Pearl Light Isle. 

 

Life After Prison Chapter 2128-Following the breakthroughs, the sky above 
the island swirled with the vibrant energy of a level three supreme saint that 
filled the area with a kaleidoscope of colors. Inside the training room, Severin-
who was fully immersed in the The Book of True Void Enlightenment- halted 
his training when he sensed the fluctuations in aura outside. 

Seeing as Samuel and others had reached level two, a mixture of surprise 
and delight filled him. What surprised him most was Samuel was the first to 
make a breakthrough. Since the girls had slightly higher attainment then him, 
and since he and Wuhlricht had the same attainment, then it should have 
been Wuhlricht who made the breakthrough first. Unexpectedly, it was the 
Samuel who paved the way. 

A quick glance across the island revealed that Wuhlricht, Diane, and others 
were close to their breakthroughs as well. Severin nodded in satisfaction and 
returned his focus to The Book of True Void Enlightenment. 

Meanwhile, inside Diane’s room, her eyes were tightly shut and her body was 
radiating with a luminous light. She resembled a celestial maiden that 
descended from the nine heavens. Her level four supreme saint attainment 
was rising steady, and the aura emanating from her was becoming 
increasingly strong. 



After half a day in that state, she let out a soft exclaiming, “Now!” Her body 
then trembled slightly, after which a muffled pop was heard in her mind. A 
surge of spiritual energy poured in from all directions, causing her attainment 
to rise instantly. Within seconds, it rose to perfect-stage level four, eventually 
reaching level five supreme saint! 

A reverberation echoed through the air due to the sudden surge of her 
whipped up a huge gale. 

Two days after Diane’s breakthrough, Wuhlricht and Felipe achieved their 
breakthroughs too and became level four supreme saints. 

Riding the wave of the Crystal Spring Pill’s potent medicinal power and Pearl 
Light Isle’s abundant spiritual energy, Gilda, Sheila, and Sofia’s breakthrough 
came hot on the heels of Wuhlricht and Felipe’s breakthrough. All three 
women had ascended to level five supreme saint! 

The successive breakthroughs soon became the talk of the sect. 

“What is happening on Pearl Light Isle? Why are there so many 
breakthroughs?” “Did they time this or something?” “Level five supreme saint? 
I’ve been in the sect for so many years and I’m still only level three supreme 
saint!” “The gap between us is just too huge. I understand that we might not 
be able to catch up to Severin because he’s a prodigy, but it seems me that 
even those closest to him are progressing quickly!” “Haven’t you heard about 
how generous Severin is toward them? H hands out sixth-grade pills like 
Crystal Spring Pills by the dozens! Who wouldn’t make such rapid 
breakthroughs with that level of luxury?” “That’s insane! Those Crystal Spring 
Pills are precious! What does he think they are, candy?” The disciples were all 
filled with envy when they learned about the treatment that those on Pearl 
Light Isle received. However, they were soon left speechless when they 
realized that Severin was merely a level seven alchemist. It was natural for 
those on Pearl Light Isle to mm, ue youngcol Alchemy Chamber elder in the 
entire sect! It was a privilege that made every singly disciple yearn to become 
a member of that island. 

 

 

Life After Prison Chapter 2129-Severin was enveloped by a swirling torrent of 
spiritual energy inside the room. 



He was oblivious to the envy brewing among the sect disciples. His divine 
senses extended toward those who had achieved breakthroughs and he was 
incredibly pleased with what he saw. 

‘I didn’t think everyone would get a breakthrough at the same time!’ he 
thought with a hint of surprise. He had considered helping out Felipe and 
others after reaching paragonhood, but it seemed that they were progressing 
smoothly without needing his help. 

He withdrew his gaze and thought to himself with resolve, ‘Even Felipe and 
others have made a breakthrough. I can’t lag behind them! I need to continue 
reading The Book of True Void Enlightenment, condense the power of heaven 
and earth, and begin tempering my soul!” Driven by his decision, Severin 
calmed himself down and used his hands to form a continuous succession of 
intricate seals. Spiraling wisps of spiritual energy entered and existed his body 
as he inhaled and exhaled—each breath seemed to bolster his aura even 
further, and the energy within him surged even more powerfully as his blood 
started to heat up. 

Several days later, Severin had finally achieved small success in 
comprehending The Book of True Void Enlightenment. The once wispy power 
in his energy core had blossomed into a vibrant, beam that was as thick as a 
cane. 

His aura, too, had transcended from initial-stage level nine supreme stage to 
perfect-stage level nine supreme saint. 

That breakthrough did not produce as dramatic a phenomenon as previous 
occasions, but the colossal vortex of spiritual energy drawn by his training 
session had been completely absorbed. Other than the 1/3 +25 BONUS и 11, 
1113 puWCI не спетуу you dragon, as if he could raze the earth with the heat 
from his strength. 

It was no exaggeration to say that the power of blood and energy alone bore 
the strength of hundreds of pounds of strength. The simplest of breaths 
resulted in a sonic boom that rippled through the air. The ground trembled 
beneath the lightest of footsteps, and the strengthening of his power of blood 
and energy had implications on his divine body as well. 

His muscles had increased power, and his skin was adorned with a faint 
metallic sheen. Each pore glowed with an intensity that outshone even beasts 
that were on the same level as supreme saints. 



If one were to look at him from afar, one might think that he resembled a 
celestial being that descended from the heavens. Severin conjured his 
Scarletsky Sword, and nicked his fingertip on the blade. He expected to draw 
blood, but only a white mark marred his skin. 

“I’m even stronger than a dragon now!” he remarked in satisfaction. The 
breakthrough, along with the knowledge contained in The Book of True Void 
Enlightenment, had enabled him to forge his physical body to the same 
hardiness as a spiritual treasure. 

However, the change in his body was just the beginning. As he suppressed 
his excitement, he immediately channeled his divine senses into his energy 
core. 

The golden lake within had grown unspeakably vast, and the sky above that 
lake bore so much of sword energy. The faint swordwill emanating from it 
exuded a suffocatingly sharp aura. Above it was a paradise-like starry sky 
whose countless stars seemed to flow cyclically like the milky way. Through 
the use of Severin’s exercise, the starlight seemed to turn into tiny wisps of 
power from heaven and earth. 

The power invigorated his body and primal spirit, allowing him a deeper his 
understanding of the way. As he retracted his gaze, he exhaled heavily and 
said, “Perfect-stage level nine supreme saint. I think this will probably be the 
last breakthrough I’ll have in a while.” 

 

Life After Prison Chapter 2130-Making a breakthrough to paragon was not as 
simply as making breakthroughs within the supreme saint. It demanded a 
deep understanding of the world and the ability to bridge the gap between 
heaven and earth. 

Most supreme saints would begin to gather the power of heaven and earth 
once they reached level nine. When such power accumulated more and more, 
they would use their primal spirit to comprehend the world and bridge heaven 
and earth. That step alone could take years, perhaps even decades for some! 
A seventh-grade pill only increased the chance of success, rather than 
guaranteeing it. 

Severin, however, was blessed with a head start. His inherent affinity for the 
power of heaven and earth, coupled with The Book of True Void 



Enlightenment, has given him a physique as strong as a dragon. It allowed 
him to handle more power than ordinary practitioners. Furthermore, the 
exercise worked wonders in tempering his primal spirit, thus facilitating a 
much faster breakthrough than his. 

With that in mind, Severin rose from his mat and stretched his waist. A 
crackling sound coursed through his body, and a casual punch of the air was 
enough to send the force ripping through it and unleashing a deafening sonic 
boom. The shockwave left a fist-sized crater in the training room wall and 
showed no signs of stopping just yet. After going through the crater, shattered 
the stone structure ten feet away in the courtyard, turning it into dust. 

Severin then remarked with an ecstatic grin, “I feel like I could fight a level two 
paragon with my current strength!” Though he was still a level nine supreme 
saint, his physical strength rivaled that of a true dragon. Thanks to the 
exercise, his primal spirit has benefited greatly from it, granting him an 
exquisitely meticulous UTILI Спетуу. 

Another level nine supreme saint would probably not be able to last two 
moves with him. He was confident that he could kill even a paragon that had 
just broken through! 

He took a deep breath and suppressed his joy before walking out of the room. 

He did not linger too long in the courtyard as he knew that half a month had 
passed by in his seclusion. There were only two months remaining until the 
tournament, and he knew that it would be nigh impossible to make a 
breakthrough to paragon in remaining time frame even though he had The 
Book of True Void Enlightenment. He decided that his next step should be the 
Alchemy Tower. He wanted to clear the eighth floor and obtain the special 
cauldron that would allow him to refine even better seventh-grade pills. 

He went ahead with the idea and greeted his wives before flying toward the 
Sixth Mountain. His perfect-stage level nine supreme saint attainment allowed 
him to reach the Alchemy Tower from Pearl Light Isle in a few breaths. 

After landing from the rainbow, he strode through the crowded area and came 
to the entrance, ignoring all the disciples who were ca out to him upon seeing 
his arrival. 



“Hello, Elder Severin!” “Elder Severin, long time no see!” “Elder Severin, could 
you please refine a Crystal Spring Pill for me?” “Elder Severin, I…” Some 
asked him for pills, while others simply wanted to get close to him. 

Severin did not entertain any of them and walked straight to the Alchemy 
Tower. 

He soon vanished from their line of sight. As soon as he entered the Alchemy 
Tower, his surroundings changed drastically and he once again found himself 
on the seventh floor. 

 


